An integrated system for supplying compressed air to JB11 Air Jacking Beams

**AIR DELIVERY SYSTEM**

**FEATURES**
- Can be fitted to any existing Molnar 4 Post Hoist.
- All fittings and components provided, to supply air at any one of the four posts.
- Quickly and easily fitted with Molnar laser cut brackets.
- Simple and safe, integrated design.
- Filter-Regulator-Lubricator included for optimal air supply.
- Kits available for Single or Double Air Jacking Beams.
- Single system can be converted to Double system with Adaptor kit.

**‘Single’** 7001003
- Kit to suit Molnar 4 Post Hoist with a single Air Jacking Beam

**‘Double’** 7001002
- Kit to suit Molnar 4 Post Hoist with 2 Air Jacking Beams

**‘Adaptor’** 7001004
- Kit to convert a 7001003 Single system into a 7001002 Double

*JB11 Jacking Beams sold separately*

When operating, the **MOLNAR JB11 AIR JACKING BEAM** requires clean, dry compressed air at a minimum pressure of 7 Bar (100 psi) and minimum flow rate of 3.6 litres per second (7.6 CFM) to function correctly.
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**For more information, please contact us or your local Molnar Representative**
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